Appendix A
The Passion Sunday and St Stephen’s Day carols
[Here follow the carols which the writer quoted in 1948. I have reproduced the Czech text exactly as
she gave it, in case it has value as an independent source, but the division into lines is our own. The
English translation is the work of Sue, Anna, and Ji)í. Some words have been read differently for the
purposes of translation (see the notes at the foot of each page).]
Passion Sunday carols
Smrtná ned0la
kde ses pod0la
u studánky u rubánky
ruce jsem si mila
4ím sis je utírala
líste4kem líste4kem
4erveným vají4kem.

Black Sunday,
where have you gone?
By a fount, by a spring
I washed my hands.
How were they dried?
With a leaf, a little leaf
and a red kerchief.

Panímámo krásná
dejte nám másla
p)idejte nám mali4ko
p)idejte nám vaji4ko,
pan B9h Vám to nad0li
na zahrad0 na poli.

Good mistress of the house,
give butter to us all,
a bit more, please,
and also an egg.
The Lord will repay you
in your garden and field.

Mo)ena mo)ena
kam jsi klí4e d0la
d0la jsem d0la svatému Jánu
aby otev)el od nebe bránu.

Reaper, grim reaper,
Where have the keys gone?
I gave them to St John
to open the gates of heaven.

Svatý Ji)í vstáva
zem odmykává
aby tráva rostla
travi4ka zelená
r9ži4ka 4ervená
fiala modrá,
všelijaké kvítí
budem v0nce víti nám
nám t0m t0šanským pannám.

St George arises
and awakens the earth
so that grass grows
the emerald grass
the scarlet rose
the azure violets
and all kinds of flowers
We’ll weave coronets for us
for us T0šany maidens.

Smrt nesem ze vsi
nové léto do vsi
buBte páni veselí
na tou smrtnou ned0li.

We carry death (winter) away
and the new season in.
Come gentlemen be merry
on this Passion Sunday.

Notes
‘Smrtná ned0la’, line 4, “mila” read as “myla”.
‘Panímámo krásná’, line 4, “vaji4ko” read as “vají4ko”.
Line 5, “nad0li” read as “nad0lí”.
‘Svatý Ji)í vstáva’, line 1, “vstáva” read as “vstává”.
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- Some traditional carols St Stephen’s Day carols
Koleda koleda St0páne
co to vezeš ve džbán0
vezu vezu koledu
upadl jsem na ledu.
psi se ke mn0 zb0hli
koledu m0 sn0dli
ten Iermák9j nejvíc
rozstrhal m0 st)evíc.

Wassail wassail Stephen
What is in your jug?
I carry the wassail,
slipped on the ice
dogs ran out towards me
ate all my wassail
Iermák’s had the most
tore my shoe to pieces.

Já su malý kolední4ek
p)išel jsem k Vám pro troní4ek
koledu m0 dejte
nic se mi nesm0jte
však já z vozem nejedu
co m0 dáte to vezmu
t)eba pecen chleba
však je m0 ho t)eba.

I am a little wassailer
come to ask for change
give to me some wassail
and do not laugh at me
I’ve no cart to load
but I’ll take what you give
just a loaf of bread
that is what I need.

Notes
‘Koleda koleda St0páne’, line 1, “Stepáne” read as “Št0páne” (the writer has “Št0páne”earlier).
Line 6, “m0” read as “mn0”.
Line 8, “rozstrhal m0” read as “roztrhal mn0”.
‘Já su malý kolední4ek’, line 3, “m0” read as “mn0”.
Line 5, “z vozem” read as “s vozem”.
Line 6, “m0” read as “mn0”.
Line 7, “a loaf of bread”. Although this is a natural translation of the Czech, Sue and I had difficulty
in believing it, but Anna tells us that this is indeed what they used to ask for.
Line 8, “m0” read as “mn0”.
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Appendix B
The writer’s notes on the T šany estate and its owners
[The notes which follow were written as a postscript to the writer’s 1973 transcription of the second
T0šany record book. They are not part of the diary as such, but I think they should be included.]
The owners of the T0šany estate, Karel Feistmantl and his sister Žofie Benekr von Lilienheim, had
other estates besides T0šany, but (according to oral report) they were encumbered by debt. Jan
Nepomuk Veiss, who had gone to them as clerk, apparently said to them, “Give me a free hand over the
estates for three years, and I will clear them of debt.” The owners agreed to this arrangement, and after
three years the estates were indeed cleared of debt. In gratitude, the owners gave him the T0šany
estate. Thus it is said, and perhaps it is true, because it is recorded that in 1881 the estate became his
property, but there is no statement of how much he paid for it.
We do not know where Jan Veiss came from, but his wife Leopoldýna came from France. She was
born Orlova, and was the daughter of an apothecary. This marriage produced three children, August,
Jan Nepomuk, and Emilie. Jan Nep. Veiss the elder died on 5 October 1886, not having enjoyed the
estate for long.
The Veiss family were German (they could speak Czech), and in the winter they removed to Vienna
where they had their own house.
The eldest son, August, married a wife from Poland. This lady, when the workers on the manor
estate were on strike in 1905 and the spokesman was talking with them in front of the Rotnágl tavern at
No. 151, stood on the balcony, and angrily wanted to know why the police who were standing around
the manor house did not fire on these people.
The younger Jan Veiss, who was called “Muky” at home, moved to France.
Emilie, when nobody from the nobility offered for her, preferred to remain single.
The eldest son August soon died, leaving three children, Hanz, Franz, and Grety.
Hanz went to agricultural college and became a doctor of “Agronomy”. He managed the estate for
several years.
In 1924, there was a breaking-up of the estate. Part of the land went to T0šany people, part to
Nesva4ilka and Žat4any. And the former estate manager Otakar Brauner received Šaratský Dv9r as a
residual estate.
Dr. Hanz Veiss, whose marriage did not work out, divorced his wife. They had two children, Krištof
and Brigita. He left T0šany for good, but a memorial to him remains in the shape of the villa, No. 248,
which he had built in the estate grounds. Now [1973] the post office is located in this villa. In 1929,
he sold 43 ares of land to the village, in the hop garden beside the estate buildings, for 9,530 crowns for
the building of the secondary school.
On 15 April 1929, the estate was leased to Edvín Eisner from Prague.
On 6 October 1929, Mrs Leopoldýna Weiss died in the manor house at the age of 87. She had taken
a great interest in the house’s surroundings.
In front of the windows towards the road, and behind the road on the other side, were parks,
beautifully laid out and marked off with open-work walls.
In the park in front of the windows, in the middle of a green lawn, was a raised wheel set down into a
design by multicoloured begonias. On one side of it, in the lawn, sat a bearded dwarf, and on the other
side a deer, both made of stone. The footpaths were strewn with red sand, and edged with green lawns
and rosebushes.
The park opposite, where the villa now stands, was like a copse. In front of a decorated gate was an
open space, planted with roses. This park also was criss-crossed by sanded footpaths.
These parks, and the fruit and vegetable garden behind the manor house, were looked after by estate
gardener Charvát.
In 1931, the hitherto lessor Ed. Eisner bought the estate. He sold it in 1937, and new owner Bechr
immediately leased it to Julius Hochberg. Hochberg worked it until the start of the war, when it was
taken into compulsory management. Kaschl, a German, was installed as estate manager. Hochberg
was a Jew and like all the others was taken to Terezín, from where he did not return.
Now, after the liberation, the estate is a state farm. Gone are the beautiful parks, which people passing
by used to stop at the ornamental gates and admire. Now, when the working people are the owners of
the manor house and everything belonging to it, the only things that grow in the grounds are nettles.
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Appendix C
Textual and other notes
Translator’s introduction
Opening of section ‘The book’, ‘This book, started in 1700...’. The entry relating to the fire in 1698
was inserted in June 1722.
Chapter 1
1774, ‘he lived and farmed at No. 18’. The text has “hospoda)il na 4ís 18”, and this seems the most
natural interpretation. Matouš Rychlík is listed in the first T0šany record book as the fifth of seventeen
householders who were burnt out in a fire on 30 October 1774 (the entry is reproduced by Vermouzek
as his Plate 7, curiously misdated to 1700), but no house numbers are given. In a 1787 census quoted
in detail by Vermouzek, No. 18 is given as occupied by Josef Borovi4ka, who held a full tract, and the
only Rychlíks recorded are a widow Rychlíková at No. 50, who held a half-tract, and a Martin Rychlík,
who is listed as one of 22 inhabitants not having their own house number. How these Rychlíks were
connected to Matouš Rychlík, or indeed to the later Rychlíks mentioned by the writer, is not clear, but
there were to be Rychlíks again at No. 18 in 1799.
1797, ‘In an old land register in the regional archives in Brno’. The writer uses the term “zemský
archiv” here, “státní archiv” earlier, and I have followed her distinction.
1802, ‘a fire started at No. 16’. In those days of thatched roofs, serious fires were sadly common.
In addition to those mentioned in the diary, the first T0šany record book notes fires on the day of
St Barnabas in 1698 (no cause given), on 8 July 1747 (lightning strike, eight houses burnt out), on
14 May 1861 (lightning again, eight houses burnt out before a change in the direction of the wind blew
it back over what it had already destroyed), on 13 June 1864 (origin unknown, five houses burnt out),
and on 8 August of the same year (a shop and three more houses destroyed), and there were doubtless
many more. A fire in nearby Borkovany on 2 August 1865 left a hundred houses burnt out.
1866, ‘when the rye grains were half formed’. One of my dictionaries gives “wheat” as an
alternative translation in Moravia and this might seem more likely in the context, but later on “žito”
(rye) and “pšenice” (wheat) are differentiated and I think the distinction has to be assumed here as well.
A literal translation would be ‘when the rye had half grain’, which is not an expression I have met
elsewhere, and my interpretation is somewhat conjectural.
Paragraph describing the women’s festival costume, ‘folded over into a triangle and wrapped around
the face with little horns at the top pointing sideways’. The text simply says “uvázané na rožky”, and
the interpretation owes less to a conjectural reading of “rožek” (not in my dictionaries) as a possible
diminutive of “roh” than to two photographs given by Vermouzek, one as his frontispiece and the other
on the back of his dust jacket. These show a modern lass with a headscarf arranged like this, and
although they appear to record a reconstruction rather than a survival I see no reason to doubt them.
1874, ‘a splash of hot fat caught her’. The text has simply “fat caught her”, and “a splash of hot fat”
is my interpretation. I imagine that she flinched and knocked the griddle out of position, letting the
flames leap straight up the chimney. The entry in the record book is reproduced by Vermouzek as his
Plate 8, the caption again being misdated.
1888, ‘Fr. Kroupa of No. 90’. This and the next two numbers appear to have been in Moutnice.
Later, ‘they killed the man with a cudgel’. Thus my dictionary, but the text contains a note “obušek
– sekyra” in the writer’s hand as when much older, and with this reading the weapon becomes an axe.
Paragraphs relating to the family, ‘many Czech boys went to Vienna to study’. The word used is
“chodilo”, which implies “walked”, and this was perfectly feasible if you were young and fit. The
Josef I know once told me that his grandfather, the Tobiáš mentioned here, had walked from T0šany to
Vienna, and this was doubtless the occasion in question. It took him two days.
1914, ‘village servant Josef Hrouzek banged the drum’. Later, the drum will be banged by the
constable, but here the drummer is described as “obecní sluha”.
Chapter 2
1919, ‘My man’. This usage would appear to be as common in Moravia as it is in parts of England.
Later, salary of the head smith, ‘those who did not occupy an estate flat received 350 crowns
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- Textual and other notes quarterly’. The word “quarterly” has been firmly crossed out, and “yearly” substituted in a hand which
appears to be that of the writer herself when very much older. Most of these late-handwriting
insertions and alterations appear to have been “corrections” made after the writer had read
Vermouzek’s book, and I have normally discounted them and taken the contemporary record as the
correct one. Here, the original text was written over twenty years after the event, so the matter is less
clear, but even so I have followed my normal practice.
1924, leasing of the bull stud, ‘he had to buy the four bulls himself’. The figure “4” appears in a
slightly odd position within the sentence, possibly as a later insertion. See the note for 1931 below.
1927-37, general. The second T0šany record book covered the years from 1927 to 1937, and the
writer appears to have made significant use of it. In particular, most if not all of the farm prices appear
to have come from it, as do the 1927 election results.
1928, ‘Friday April 20’. The text has “Friday April 28”, which is inconsistent both with itself and
with what follows, and I am following the second record book which has “April 20”.
Later, ‘broken ribs which had penetrated his lungs and heart’. The latter would surely have killed
him instantly, but this is what the text says.
1931, ‘The sale of the four bulls’. In the text, a figure which appears originally to have been “4” has
been heavily overwritten with “3”, but the passage describing the establishment of the bull stud in 1924
gives the number of bulls as four (see above) and so does Vermouzek.
Later, ‘The land cost 9,500 crowns’. This has been heavily overwritten to “9,530”, possibly to line
up with what the writer put in the note at the end of her transcription of the second T0šany record book.
1933, ‘These livestock and general markets were good for trade, and brought money into the
village’. Although T0šany now had both a secondary school (“town school” in Czech) and a quarterly
market, the writer continues on occasion to use the words “ves” and “vesnice” (village) to describe it,
and I am therefore continuing to translate the more frequently used general term “obec” as “village”.
When describing the move of her brother Josef a year or two later, she even refers to the much larger
DubVany, with its 900+ houses, as a large “vesnice”.
Later, ‘A son was born on 13 September 1933’. The year has been inserted in a later hand.
Later, ‘So, in 1933, mother saw two sons married’. The year has been altered from 1934 in a later
hand.
1934, ‘In 1934, she had further grandchildren’. The year has been altered from 1935 in a later hand.
Later, ‘In 1934, Pavel made a house out of the barn’. The year has again been altered from 1935 in a
later hand.
Later, ‘We anticipated that at DubVany, among typical Moravian Slovaks, Joška would get on well’.
The text says merely “slováky”, but I am sure it was the Moravian Slovaks of that region that the writer
had in mind. It is a region with a distinct character of its own, not least in dialect (see the note for
28 July 1943).
1936, ‘Our priest, the Rev Alois Van0k, departed to become a consistory councillor at Moutnice’.
This is not easily interpreted. Perhaps it was a more senior post of some sort, though Moutnice would
seem to have been a little small to have one such; perhaps it was effectively a retirement post, allowing
his experience still to be tapped while the day-to-day duties in T0šany devolved on somebody else.
Later, ‘One was owned by the savings bank “Reiffeisenka” ’. According to Vermouzek, there had
been a branch of Raiffeisenka (the writer’s spelling varies slightly) in T0šany since 1907, and it had a
major influence on the economic life of the village. It had close links with the Catholic party.
1937, ‘Jara, after his return from military service, resumed the garden’. This final sentence is an
interpolation in the writer’s handwriting as when rather older.
Chapter 3
1938, ‘ceremonial alleys of cherry trees were planted along the tracks leading beside the brook and
towards the vineyards’. The text actually describes the tracks using local field names, and I have
inferred their location from a reference in 1964.
September 22, ‘to the border at Mikulov’. Czechoslovakia was protected by highlands all along its
northern and western frontiers but was wide open to the south, and once the “Anschluss” of 1938 had
unified Austria with Germany the threat became acute. The sensitive border was therefore the southern
one. The Munich agreement, transferring all the border highland regions to Germany, left the rest of
the country defenceless.
Later, ‘the German name Tischan’. I initially read this name as “Tischau” and if the word were
presented out of context I still would, but the writer’s “u” and “n” are sometimes quite similar and an
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- Textual and other notes old map reproduced inside Vermouzek’s front cover has the spelling “Tieschan”. The reading
“Tischan” therefore seems more plausible in the context.
July 22, ‘hailstones started to fall like pieces of ice’. There are several references to severe storms in
the first T0šany record book: for example, “On 2 July 1766, there was a great storm around 2 o’clock
in the afternoon, and hailstones fell like walnuts and even like hen’s eggs.” Thunderstorms in mainland
Europe seem to become fiercer the further east one goes; a passage in the “Weatherwatch” column in
The Guardian during the second quarter of 2009 (I omitted to note the precise date) says that in
Serbia and Bulgaria they regularly produce hailstones the size of golf balls, and even on occasion as
large as oranges. They result from very tall thunderclouds with a strong updraught, and the area of
bombardment moves with the cloud. The damage can therefore be extremely localized, one field being
completely flattened while its neighbour is left untouched.
1940, November, ‘ “on the black” as people say’. This phrase “na 4erno” was and still is used not
just for what we used to call black-market dealings, but for unofficial and under-the-counter matters of
all kinds.
Later, ‘A permit was needed from the regional office’. The word which I have rendered as
“regional” has been heavily overcorrected and the reading is far from certain, but it seems reasonable.
Later, ‘Livestock had to be taken to the station at Sokolnice, where it was loaded into wagons’. I am
normally using the spelling “waggons” for farm waggons, but “wagons” for railway wagons.
1941, September, ‘Tonda received a fine of 70,000 crowns from the corn federation and 20,000 from
the district, total 90,000 crowns’. Everything being under German control, it would appear that the
corn federation and the district authorities were acting as agents of the German controllers.
1942, May 16, ‘many only in their night clothes’. In the text, this qualification appears to apply to
the Gestapo rather than to the victims, but this hardly seems a plausible reading.
Later, passage relating to the planting of Czechoslovak and Russian flags in the vineyards, ‘those
who knew – did not tell’. The dash is in the original text.
November 14, arrival of the German colonists. The text contains an interpolation “To No. 24 the
German Koblinger” in the writer’s handwriting as after 1974, but this happened later (see 24 July
1943). Vermouzek lumps all seven arrivals together, apparently wrongly, and this is one reason why
I interpret these late-handwriting insertions as “corrections” made after the writer had read his book.
End of the year, ‘The gymnastic associations Sokol and Orel were dissolved’. According to
Vermouzek, Sokol (“Falcon”) and Orel (“Eagle”), although primarily gymnastic associations, also
promoted general cultural activities. Both predated the First World War. Sokol was strongly
associated with the Czech nationalist movement. Orel was associated with the Catholic Church, and
the establishment of a branch in T0šany owed much to the then manager of the manor estate.
1943, February 2, ‘The most frequent guests at his house were the veterinary surgeon Dr. Mikulášek
and some of the teachers’. There is a very sad note at the end of the writer’s retranscription of the
second T0šany record book saying that the chronicler of 1936-37, who was one of these teachers and
had shown himself in the record book to be a fervent advocate of his nation and country, had suddenly
changed sides, had become a friend of the Germans, and had remained so throughout the occupation
and the war.
March, ‘The Germans started sowing...’. This paragraph gave more trouble than anything else in the
book, because none of us has experience of using the machines in question, and the examples I have
seen in agricultural museums do not seem to be quite the same. In consequence, there may well be
errors and misunderstandings in the detail. However, while any such error is to be regretted, I think the
overall thrust of the passage has been faithfully reproduced.
April 5, ‘4dkg per person per month’. There is a gap before “4”, but nothing seems to be missing,
and I suspect that the figure 4 was inserted after the rest of the text had been written and that more
space had been left for it than was actually needed.
July 17, ‘They got down from their waggon’. I thought at first that this must have been a bus, but the
word used is “v9z”, which elsewhere tends to mean a farm waggon, and in other places (for example,
10 January 1945) where a motor bus is clearly indicated, the writer uses “autobus”.
Later, ‘they threw stones and rubbish at the girls through the broken window’. The Germans must
have got themselves very thoroughly loathed if the reaction of the lads of the village to the sight of girls
bathing naked was to throw things at them, but I don’t think the passage can be read in any other way.
However, it is possible that some of the girls, noticing that they were being observed, started behaving
provocatively – yah boo, look at this, you can’t have any – in which case the behaviour of the lads
becomes entirely understandable and the girls deserved everything they got (well, perhaps not stones).
July 28, ‘the Moravian Slovak dialect of the Hodonín region’. In addition to being the spoken
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- Textual and other notes dialect of the region, this dialect has a literature, though it has no official standing and all official
documents are written in mainstream Czech. From this distance, it is perhaps best thought of as a
language somewhere between Czech and Slovak. There is a nice touch in the text here, inevitably lost
in translation, in that ‘this train which called itself an express’ is described as “co sa mu )íká rychlík”,
with the “sa” of the Moravian Slovak dialect instead of the “se” of mainstream Czech.
Later, ‘we reached Prague at 10.30’. Whatever Jožka’s son might have thought, 250+ kilometres in
three and a half hours wasn’t bad for a steam train in wartime – the route by the railway is indirect and
not easy, having to wind its way through the highlands between Moravia and Bohemia, and even the
electrically hauled EuroCity expresses from Vienna to Berlin were still taking three hours over the
same stretch in 2000 – and I wondered whether one of the times might have been recorded wrongly.
However, the departure time is clearly plausible, the arrival time is consistent with what follows, and
I don’t think there is any real reason to doubt them.
Christmas Eve, ‘She ... was the chief character of the work “Maryša” by the Mrštik brothers’.
According to the tourist information on the back of the modern 1:50,000 map, “Maryša” was a play,
and she was a celebrated poisoner who had operated in T0šany. As recorded by Vermouzek, real life
was rather different. The play was indeed inspired by an incident involving real people, the girl
Maryša having been leant on by her parents to give up the young man she had been walking out with
and marry a wealthy widower, but while on the stage she killed her husband, in real life she did no such
thing. Some members of the families involved seem to have taken pride in the connection, which was
apparently openly proclaimed, others found it embarrassing or worse, the first performance in Brno was
greeted with shouts of protest from T0šany people in the audience, and in England the author would
surely have had to pay substantial damages for libel. The text contains an interpolated note in the
writer’s post-Vermouzek handwriting saying that Alois Mrštik had taught in the T0šany school during
the years 1887-1888, but in the answers to the quiz referred to in January 1969 his years of activity in
T0šany are given as “1887-1890”.
1944, between August 13 and August 25, ‘mildew’. This is “perenosporou” in the Czech, and is
equated in other sources to Plasmopara viticola.
Immediately before November 20, ‘Last year saw the start, and this year the completion, of the
building of high reinforced concrete pylons to take the electrical power lines across the land associated
with our village’. This is a case where the absence of articles in Czech presents the translator with a
problem: were these the same power lines that were put up in 1927-28, or some new ones perhaps at
higher voltage (the modern 1:25,000 map shows three separate lines, at 22kV, 110kV, and 220kV)?
Given that this was wartime, a simple replacement of the original pylons seems the most likely
interpretation, so I have inserted “the” before “electrical power lines”, but certainty is impossible.
End of the year, ‘They bought whatever was on sale on the black market in the villages, and sold in
the towns at a greatly increased price’. The text expounds the contemporary slang, saying that during
the 1914-18 war these people were called “keZasi” and in this second world war “šmeliná)i”. Both are
translated in my dictionary simply as “black-marketeers”.
Later, below the table, ‘These spirits sold at 800–1000 crowns for 1 litre’. The text has “800–100”.
Chapter 4
1945, initial paragraph. The house numbers for LaBa Duchánek, Jožka Komínek, and Karel Turek
have been added later in pencil. That for Jožka Komínek may be slightly suspect, since house number
311 was not built until 1949 (see the diary entry relating to the pulling down of “Hastrmánek” in
August of that year).
February 15, ‘But when he received orders to go to the concentration camp in Germany’. There is a
short gap in the text here, perhaps enough for two words, but it seems to read perfectly well as it is.
Later in the same paragraph, ‘we heard them dropping their loads on Bratislava or Vienna’.
Bratislava, 50 kilometres east of Vienna, is about 100 kilometres from T0šany, Vienna a little closer. It
is reported that during the first battle of the Somme, in 1916, the thunder of the guns could be heard on
Hampstead Heath north of London, at a distance of around 250 kilometres.
Early April, during the week after Easter, ‘they wanted to take as much as possible away with them’.
The verb “to take away” has no explicit object in the text, and the reading of an implied “as much as
possible” is mine.
April 10, ‘everyone who did not have a cellar was making a shelter by the ditch’. This is presumably
a reference to the brook which ran behind the gardens in this street before the additions of 1922.
April 12, ‘People with cows had to drive them to a specified place to be handed over, after which
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- Textual and other notes they could return home’. There are difficulties here, but this seems the most natural reading.
April 17, ‘a German telephonist and artillery spotter came and established themselves’. The
clarifying word “Germans” has been inserted in a later hand, and “artillery spotter” is my interpretation
of the text’s “observer”.
Later, ‘Jara too fled with his wife and children to the vineyards, where he had made himself a shelter
in the balk’. Although the same word “kryt” is used, I take the present reference to be not to a wine
cellar but to the shelter which he and his friends had been making when the Gestapo so rudely
interrupted them (see 13 March 1944).
April 20, ‘The train which should have arrived at K)enovice with ammunition had failed to turn up,
because the partisans had dealt with it’. The “partisans” were the underground resistance.
Later, ‘the legendary Russian “Katyusha” ’. This was a multiple rocket-launcher.
April 25, ‘300cl bottles of spirit’. I read the text’s “300hl” as either a slip of the pen or a different
usage.
May 1, ‘There was an election for a new village council or “national committee” ’. As was
mentioned in the translator’s introduction, the system changed in 1945.
May 9, ‘War kaput, Hitler kaput’. Both are “kaput” in the original.
May 12, ‘Posters were stuck up throughout the village’. The words which I have translated as
“Treaty with the Allies” are “Spojenecká smlouva” in the original, and the interpretation is somewhat
conjectural. With hindsight, it would appear that the matter was wholly a Czech initiative, and that the
role of the Allies was limited to that of sympathetic onlookers.
Later, towards the end of May, ‘the first newspapers appeared’. I am translating the titles literally.
June 17, ‘Josef from DubVany sent us a small cupboard’. This is my interpretation of “kredenc” in
the context.
July, table listing people moving to the border regions. There was originally some space below this
table, and the writer inserted a note in her post-1974 handwriting recording the execution during the
war of Rudolf Mahovský of No. 53 (evangelical priest), Josef Novotný of No. 62, and Frant. Hnilica of
No. 185. However, this appears to have been copied from Vermouzek, and not to be part of the
contemporary record.
October 28 to November 4, currency reform. This seems drastic, since in effect it wiped out
everybody’s savings, but from the writer’s comments on a further reform in June 1953 it would appear
that this is exactly what happened. Perhaps the idea was to nullify the profits of black-market trading.
Later, ‘Masosvaz’. This might be translated as “Meat Federation”, but I am not sure if the
implication is justified.
Later, ‘a little train took it’. I was extremely surprised to read this, because the modern railway goes
nowhere near Jalovisko, but Vermouzek says that there used to be a narrow-gauge railway which ran
over the fields from Jalovisko direct to the Židlochovice sugar factory.
December 10, after the table, ‘cukrovine’. Luboš tells me that this was a product made from sugar
for cooking.
Later, ‘shopkeepers were taking little notice of the coupons’ This is presumably a reference to the
rationing system which had been instituted in the spring of 1940.
December 1 retrospective, ‘Jara passed a school certificate examination in three subjects’. The
Czech system is different from ours, but I understand that this is an approximate equivalent.
Chapter 5
1946, May 11, ‘Fare thee well’. This is the Moravian equivalent of the Last Post.
May 27, ‘beetles’. The text goes into rather more detail, and refers to grey beetles known to the
people as “cukrmajst)i” and to “d)ep4ik9”. A later entry (May 1948) gives the name “nosatec” for the
former, equated in other sources to Pseudocleonus cinereus, and the latter are equated in other sources
to Phyllotreta undulata.
August 12, ‘The community purchased the estate villa’. There is also a note, in the writer’s post1974 handwriting, saying that at the same time the manor estate distillery was purchased for a citizen’s
co-operative for 375,000 crowns, but this was presumably copied from Vermouzek although the price
quoted by him is ten times higher.
End-of-year table of farm prices. The text here is inconsistent, the prices for pigs being given as “up
to 110kg live weight 29 crowns per 1kg, under 110kg 27 crowns per 1kg”, and I have adjusted it to line
up with the next table.
1947, February 28, ‘She was the sister of our grandfather’. Strictly speaking, she was his half-sister.
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- Textual and other notes November 4, ‘graduated as Engineer’. This was and still is a normal first-degree qualification.
Later, after the table showing houses rebuilt or completed. At this point, there is an interpolation in
the writer’s post-1974 handwriting relating to the pulling down of the mill “Hastrmánek”, but this
didn’t happen until August 1949.
Chapter 6
1948, February 25, ‘teachers in schools’. A literal translation would be “teachers and professors in
schools”, but this would be misleading; we use “professor” only in the context of a university, Czech
uses it in relation to secondary schools as well. No doubt universities and colleges were similarly
purged, but the writer refers only to schools.
May 5, ‘beetles’. Pseudocleonus cinereus, see May 1946.
May 10, ‘old communists (since 1945, earlier there had been none here)’. The text is difficult, and
the reading is somewhat conjectural. The statement as it stands appears to be false (the writer describes
the “United Front of Workers and Farmworkers”, which contested the 1927 election, as “communists”,
and though it did not gain any seats it must at least have had a list of candidates), but it is possible that
her antipathy to events is causing her to exaggerate. Vermouzek has a photograph of Karel Ardély’s
branch membership card, which is dated 1 March 1939 and appears to record a transfer and not a first
entry.
May 30, ‘There were just 15 courageous people who went to vote behind the curtain ... 762 votes for
the National Front and 25 blank papers’. The figures “15” and “762” have been heavily overcorrected
to “25” and “737”, the former possibly to line up with the 25 blank papers.
June, ‘some wheat was eighty per cent covered in smut’. The word in the text is “sm0tivé”, which is
not in my dictionary, and eventually we decided to read it as “sn0tivé”. This makes sense, though the
dictionary offers several translations for the actual infection. There is a textual problem in the reverse
direction in the list of names of the village council elected on 12 June 1945, where “Šinon” Menšik was
surely intended to be “Šimon” (see the entry for 5 March 1946), but having rechecked the text in the
light of this I stand by the reading “Šinon” in 1945.
July 25, ‘Our own was damaged from the shed down to the track’. “Down” is my interpolation, but
I think it fits the geography. For the extreme localization of hail damage, see the note for 22 July 1939.
Chapter 7
1949, January 3, ‘The first working day, on which the five-year plan started’. This is in the present
tense in the original, which is inconsistent with the earlier statement that shops “were” opened in Brno
on January 6 (in the past tense in the original). However, the entry for January 3 starts a new page, and
the simplest explanation is that the writer left space for the January 6 entry and filled it in after the
event.
June 27, ‘to the number of five hundred’. The text reads “500 hundred”, which must be a slip.
End of July, ‘(the price for the quota was 44.20 crowns per kilogramme)’. The text here is somewhat
confusing, and I have read the price as lining up with that at the end of 1947.
August 11, ‘A tractor and trailer, which had been heaped high with manure, fell into the track below
the vineyards’. This is a little difficult to interpret, but the track is “úvoz”, which tends to mean a
hollowed-out track perhaps many centuries old, and my guess is that the accident occurred at the
junction of the track and the road, the track coming in from a lower level. The metalling will have built
the level of the road up still higher, and it would seem that poorly maintained metalling gave way under
the weight of the tractor and caused it to tip over. The “Local National Committee” is the village
council, and the quotation marks around the words, here and later, are in the original.
October 1, ‘the grinding of corn was revised, of wheat to 73 per cent and of rye to 75 per cent’. This
would appear most naturally to refer to the amount of flour that was to be recovered from a given
quantity of corn, but the figures differ markedly from those that were being demanded in February
1943. Perhaps, under the stress of wartime conditions, the corn was being ground so finely that a fair
amount of bran and husk was finding its way into the flour.
October 2, ‘working parties’. This is my translation of the Czech “brigáda”. Typically, they were
groups of young people who went off during the school holidays, camped, and did projects involving
manual labour for the common good. There is no real English equivalent. The writer uses the same
word to describe the working party which went to collect hay from Bohemia in 1947, but that was an
exercise of a rather different kind.
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- Textual and other notes New Year’s Eve, ‘the young people, under the influence of the “CCP”, did not want to take part’.
A literal translation would be that the young people, under the leadership of the “CCP”, did not want to
work, and I have interpreted slightly liberally.
1950, January 1, ‘V4ela’. According to Vermouzek, this was a long-established Brno co-operative
store which had had a branch in T0šany since 1921. “V4ela” means “Honeybee”.
January 10. The repeated date is in the original.
March 7. As with January 10, the repeated date is in the original.
March 17, ‘after four days they released him for treatment at home’. I hardly think that a broken
finger would have resulted in four days in hospital, and I suspect that happened is that he had to go
back to hospital after four days to have it checked, after which they were happy to discharge him.
August 22, ‘It had been announced by loudspeaker that all quotas had to be fulfilled by 9 o’clock in
the morning on August 22’. The second digit of “22” consists of the figures “2” and “0” overwritten
one on the other, and although it is not clear which lies on top the reading “22” fits more naturally with
“and after August 22” immediately following.
October 20, ‘The state farms invited people to go and lift potatoes’. We read in February 1949 that
the manor estate was being made into a model state farm, but there has hitherto been no mention of any
other. However, the plural form “state farms” will continue to occur from time to time. Vermouzek
says that Šaratský Dv9r, which had been hived off as a separate estate in 1924, was effectively
abandoned by the wife of the former owner in 1950 and at some later time became a state farm
associated with the main T0šany state farm, but it does not appear that this had happened as early as
October 1950. Perhaps it was a general announcement made on behalf of all the local state farms.
Chapter 8
1951, June, ‘a loudspeaker announcement invited those who had a delivery quota for a pig, or who
could supply a pig to the free market, to deliver it straight away’. The words “straight away” are not in
the text, but I think they have to be inferred.
June 20, ‘forced labour, or as the people called it “robota” ’. This Czech word “robota” is the root
from which our modern English word “robot” comes.
August 6, ‘The vineyards were attacked by mildew’. The text has “perenesporou a oidiem”. The
first is equated in other sources to Plasmopara viticola (see August 1944), and the second to Oidium
tuckerri.
October 7, ‘14% sugar content’. In other years, sugar content is measured in degrees, but here the
percentage sign “%” is explicit in the text. It would appear that the meanings were the same.
Later, ‘blue, red, and Chrupka grapes’. The text here is not entirely clear (the “and” was later
crossed out and the “Ch” of “Chrupka” overwritten), and neither of the two dictionary translations of
“chrupka” is in my English dictionary. But it would appear to mean something like “cherry-like”, and
since it has the grammatical form of a noun and not an adjective I take it to be a type name.
1952, June 23, ‘My husband came home after a four-week stay in hospital’. “A four-week stay” is
slightly inconsistent, but the text is explicit.
End-of-year prices for farm produce, ‘potatoes for industry’. This is not a term I have met before,
and presumably refers to substandard potatoes used as a source of industrial starch.
1953, February, note on pig slaughtering, ‘the most valuable portion of the skin had to be
surrendered’. The word which I have read as “surrendered” has been heavily overwritten in the text,
but I think the reading is correct.
Chapter 9
1954, March, ‘All the winter wheat had been eaten by mice and rooks’. The rooks may have been
crows, which one of my dictionaries gives as an alternative translation for “havran”, but the writer
explicitly uses “vrána” elsewhere and I have assumed that the differentiation was deliberate.
April 24, ‘On St George’s Day the rook has to hide itself in the oats’. Again, the rook may have been
a crow.
April 29. The repeated date is in the original.
May, ‘In various places around T0šany, test bore holes were being drilled’. The writer doesn’t say
for what, and it is very possible that those doing the drilling didn’t say. There are mineral water
springs to the north, and there is lignite further to the south-east.
November 28, ‘Today there were elections to the national assembly, the regional people’s committee,
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- Textual and other notes and the district people’s committee’. There had been elections for the regional and district committees
as recently as May 16, but the writer offers no explanation for the apparent repetition.
End-of-year notes, ‘Cows in milk sold at 2000–3000–4000 crowns according to quality’. The text
has “2000–3000–4000 thousand crowns”.
1955, April, delivery quota for grapes. The figure is indeed given as “518” in the text, but the correct
figure “528” appears in later years.
July 14, floods in Dvorky. Vermouzek has two photographs showing Dvorky under water, possibly
taken either at this time or during two further floods which occurred in August.
July 31, consecration of the new bell. Vermouzek has a picture of the bell about to be hung.
November 25, ‘the price was 1000–1500–2000 crowns per measure’. I read the text’s middle figure
“15000” as a slip.
1956, July, ‘People dusted their crops against both pests’. The text says that they dusted with
“dinocit”, which is not in my dictionary and is possibly the brand name of a chemical preparation.
1957, February 8, ‘He had been very well read’. The second T0šany record book has a reference to a
lending library in T0šany which appears to have made 2,224 loans during 1928 alone (when the winter
had been long and severe, and people had spent a lot of time at home).
September 7, ‘worn out by the constant daily arguing and arguing (they had been to brother Jaromír’s
five days running)’. The word “and” has been inserted later, but I think it natural to treat the repetition
as a deliberate intensification and not as a slip. The writer’s original “five” days running has been
crossed out and replaced by “3” in a later hand.
November 1, ‘we were scattering powder on it’. Here and in a similar reference in April 1958, the
text just says “powder” without giving further detail, but I presume that it was either a fertiliser, a
fungicide, a pesticide, or (perhaps most likely) a composite preparation of all three.
Chapter 10
1959, July 11, ‘the corn, which this year had done very very well’. The repeated “very” is in the text.
1960, July, ‘so that they would not be able to work other than in the SAC’. This seems drastic, but I
cannot read the text otherwise.
September 17, ‘The festival was held in the large room at Rotnágl’s’. This name would appear to
have persisted despite the nationalization of October 1950.
1961, March 12, ‘All the elderly ladies of 75 and over were invited to the council office, where they
were treated to refreshments’. The precise flavour of the Czech word “babi4ka”, literally
“grandmother”, is not easily brought out in translation, and “were treated to refreshments” is my
interpretation of “byly pohost0ny” in the context. Apparently it will have been something of a spread,
with lots of trays of fancy cakes, iced biscuits, and other delicacies.
June, ‘cold and very very wet’. The word “very” is repeated in the text.
August 11, ‘He always spoke in the dialect which was spoken in T0šany a hundred years ago’.
Vermouzek gives an extended example.
1962, April, end-of-month summary, ‘April showers’. Moravians use the same expression.
November, ‘very very rainy’. The word “very” is repeated in the text.
1963, February 24 (Shrovetide). Easter Day fell on April 14 in 1963, so Shrove Tuesday will have
been February 26. The point might be made that in the past, when everybody worked on the land, not
much could be done at this time of the year, so there will have been plenty of spare time for
merrymaking. When people are going out to work in factories and offices, February is much the same
as any other month, except that commuting to work is even more ghastly than usual.
Chapter 11
1964, opening section describing the state of the family, paragraph relating to brother Tobiáš, ‘Alois
was living in a newly built bungalow, No. 320, alongside the buildings of the co-operative’. This last
sentence is an interpolation in the writer’s handwriting as when much older, as are the subsequent
sentences giving the house numbers in T0šany of other members of the family.
Later, brother Pavel, ‘and three-month-old Pavel’ is explicitly noted as an addition made on 10
January 1965.
Later, brother Josef, ‘His son Kv0toslav was also employed in the coal mines, as a “gaffer” ’. The
quotation marks are in the original, and I have adjusted the dictionary translation “foreman” in the hope
of picking up the flavour.
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- Textual and other notes End-of-year survey, ‘And we girls went all winter in bodices and printed skirts’. The text gives the
popular local term “šorcový” in parentheses. It is not in my dictionaries.
Later, ‘Today there were 15 private cars in T0šany’. The second T0šany record book lists the
owners of private cars and motorcycles in 1937. Cars were then owned by the doctor, the veterinary
surgeon, someone described as “dental technician”, two shopkeepers, the head of the police station, the
tenant of the manor estate, and someone who appears to have been the retired owner of one of the
taverns, and motorcycles by the priest, two of the teachers, another head of police (the apparent
inconsistency is not explained), and an electrician. Those who had horses presumably rode in carts or
carriages pulled by them; everyone else cycled, or caught the bus, or walked.
1965, February, ‘According to a new decree...’. This last paragraph, coming as it does after the
monthly weather summary, would seem from its content to be a later addition to the text, and indeed it
does seem to be in the writer’s handwriting as when slightly older and to have been slotted into a twoline gap at the bottom of the page.
August 26, ‘died poisoned by mushrooms’. The word “poisoned” has been squeezed in later, but I
think the handwriting is the writer’s, and in any case even the simple words “died by mushrooms”
would seem to speak for themselves.
October 11, ‘The maize froze while still unripe’. “In milky softness” is a literal translation.
Later, ‘the co-operative was lifting part of the crop using a beet combine’. This innocent statement
provides an amusing illustration of the difficulties sometimes faced by a translator. In the text, it is
followed by “(na odm0rách)” in brackets, “na” being “on” and “odm0rách” being a plural form, but
neither “odm0ra” (singular) nor “odm0ry” (plural) is in any of my dictionaries, and although
moderately plausible constructions for its meaning can be worked out none of them makes a great deal
of sense as something a beet combine might be on. We struggled with this for a long time, even going
so far as to imagine a possible dialect word for caterpillar tracks or wheels of some other special type,
until Luboš gave us the answer: “Odm0ry” is the name of one of the nineteen sectors of land
surrounding T0šany.
Christmas Day, ‘this to indicate that the Lord Christ had been born in a cowshed’. This is my
dictionary’s preferred translation of “ve chlév0”, and differs from our “stable”.
Later, ‘Industrial Supplies’. A literal translation would be “Industrial Store”, and I read it as an
establishment selling trade goods of various kinds.
1966, July, ‘Brother Jaromír cut 17 measures on the state farms’. This sentence is apparently an
interpolation in the writer’s hand when older.
1967, ‘Immediately after the New Year, work started on the brook behind our garden’. I think the
implication has to be that the work done in December was merely preparatory, and that now the real
work was starting.
December 12, ‘retired teacher Pavel Hanousek died’. He is described as “62 years old” in a later
interpolation in the text, but as “63 years old” in the end-of-year summary.
Christmas Eve, ‘both cemeteries were full of twinkling lights’. “Twinkling” is my interpolation.
I was in a Moravian churchyard on All Souls’ Day one year, and still remember how it looked.
Chapter 12
1968, March 30, ‘he was once more spoken of in school as “The Liberator” ’. These last two words
are on a line of their own in the text, set in from the margin, and I have added the quotation marks and
capitals to emphasize them.
August 10, ‘The wheat was sprouting in the standing water’. The text here is difficult, and I have
conjecturally interpreted “na stojaté” as an abbreviation for “na stojaté vod0”.
August 28, ‘damage worth 65 million crowns’. The text merely says “65 million”, “crowns” being
my assumption.
Chapter 13
1969, night of March 28 and 29, ‘the political situation became much, much worse’. The word
“much” is repeated in the original.
May, ‘the May Day procession did not take place’. There is a qualification “since 1945” in the text
which seems best interpreted by assuming that something has been left out and what was intended was
“for the first time since 1945”, though in fact the first reference in the diary to any celebration of May
Day was in 1949.
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- Textual and other notes December 1, census figures. The figures “1174” and “93” have been inconsistently altered to “1197”
and “97” in a later hand.
1972, end-of-year family survey, ‘Jaromír’s eldest, his son Josef, was a structural engineer and was
working in Znojmo’. A note “(He also has a car)” has been added in the writer’s hand as when much
older.
1973, January weather summary, ‘night temperatures 2–4 degrees below zero and day temperatures
from 1 degree below to zero’. This seems unlikely, but it is what the text says.
September 23, ‘a festival in front of the old Rotnágl tavern where young and old were standing under
a high maypole, all dressed in the traditional costume which today’s young people no longer know.’
This may have been the photograph which Vermouzek gives as his Plate 37.
November, visit of Dr Vermouzek, ‘The mill Hastrmánek, which had a drinks licence...’. The
reference to a drinks licence is surprising, but apparently it was a pleasant spot much frequented by the
great and the good of pre-war T0šany. All this was repeated in an interpolation later made in the text
for 1947, but that formed no part of the contemporary record (the mill was not pulled down until 1949)
and I have discounted it. On the evidence of the handwriting, the present entry was written first.
1974, January 4, ‘There was a talk in the cinema by Dr Rostislav Vermousek’. There is a similar
entry relating to Tuesday December 11. The writer makes no comment on the apparent repetition, but
it would seem that they tried again on a Friday though with no more success.
March, ‘payments for work units performed were made to T0šany people at the weighing machine in
the centre’. I read “the centre” as a reference to the SAC buildings, which were a little way out on the
road to Nesva4ilka.
October 14, ‘I had been having heart attacks for some time’. On the evidence as described, “fainting
fits” might seem a more natural translation, but the word “heart” is explicit in the text.
October 17 and after, ‘they gave me blood transfusions, with Banatosid and Feronat’. These were
presumably two preparatory drugs.
Appendix A
‘Smrtná ned0la’. Ji)í has sent me an extract from a recent diploma thesis by Eva Terebieniecová on
folk songs in the region around Rousinov (a village some twenty kilometres east of Brno) which
includes several different versions of this carol, one of them complete with tune. I am not sufficiently
expert in the field to say more, but it would seem possible that the writer has here recorded some
versions, and perhaps even some carols, that have not been preserved elsewhere.
Appendix B
Second paragraph, ‘She was born Orlova’. This is not easily interpreted. The natural interpretation
is that the writer has added a feminizing suffix “-ova” to a name which was originally “Orel”, but
“orel” (eagle) is a Czech word and not a French one.
Towards the end, ‘Terezín’. The text has ‘Tererezín’, but the diary reference at the end of 1942 is to
“Terezín” and I have assumed that this was the correct form.
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Appendix D
Notes on Czech pronounciation and grammar
It isn’t necessary to be able to pronounce the Czech names properly in order to read this translation, but
some readers may be interested. What follows is only a very rough guide, and there are local dialect
variations in pronounciation just as there are in England.
The vowels a-e-i-o-u-y sound roughly as in English, though “i” has a slight flavour of “yi” as in
“yippee”. If unaccented, they are short. If with a straight-line or circle accent, á-é-í-ó-ú/9-ý, they are
lengthened - quite substantially lengthened, more than an Englishman would expect - but their quality
is not otherwise altered. A Czech, wanting to give the sound of our English word “park”, would write
“pák”. A “hook” accent “0” converts “e” into “ye” as in “yellow”.
The stress in a word normally falls on the first syllable, whether long or short.
The consonants b-d-f-g-h-k-m-n-p-s-t-v-z sound roughly as in English, though the sound of “d” and
“t” is appreciably harder. For the rest, “c” is the English “ts” as in “its”, “ch” is the Scottish “ch” as in
“loch” (and appears in dictionaries as a separate letter which collates after “h”), “j” is consonantal “y”,
“l” and “r” are “semi-vowels” which we shall discuss in the next paragraph, and q-w-x are not native
to Czech and occur only in words which have been brought in from other languages. The letters
c-d-n-r-s-t admit a “hook” accent 4-B-V-)-š-Z-ž, which either modifies the sound to the English “ch”,
“sh”, etc (so “T0šany” is pronounced “Tyeshany”), or puts a slight flavour of “y” in front of the next
vowel. Note that if a Czech wants the English “ch” or “sh” sound, he writes “4” or “š”. We have
already seen that he pronounces “ch” as in “loch”, and if he sees “sh”, as in “na shledanou”
(“goodbye”), he pronounces the two consonants “s” and “h” as two separate letters.
It is a basic rule of English that a syllable must contain a vowel. Not so in Czech. Words can contain
what to an Englishman are jaw-breaking concatenations of consonants (though they sound remarkably
liquid and attractive when pronounced by a native speaker), and in particular “l” and “r” are semivowels which can go between other consonants in the same was as vowels can. To pronounce them,
insert a slight “u” and gently roll the “r”, so “Brno” is pronounced “Burrno”.
-----------------------------------------------------------Czech is an inflected language, but the only inflexion that concerns us here is the feminine suffix “ová”
which is applied to surnames. Luboš is “Rychlík”, Megi, like the writer of this diary, is “Rychlíková”.
All other inflexions have been removed, and names are presented here in the nominative form.
The standard Czech plural adds “y”, though some plural forms end in “e” or “a”. It will therefore be
seen that “T0šany” is in fact a plural form. We have some village names in England that are plural in
form, but they are relatively few. In Moravia, they are very much more common; of the names of
towns and villages in the sketch map, two-thirds are plural in form.
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The writer returns home after the battle of April 1945 (see pages 50 and 51)

